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“Wes” - Winterstarz Western Star remembers his Grandma Sirius
Mom is very sad today because Grandma Sirius crossed the Rainbow Bridge this morning. !She was
12. !She had that pain in her belly like she had before, but this time it didn't get better. I'm so glad I
got to know her, she was nice to me, and I'm going to be a really great working dog like she was,
and pull my whole life. !
Mom and Dad said Sirius always had something called Joie de Vivre. !She would race into tall grass
and spin in circles just because it was fun. !The other dogs thought she must be chasing something
they couldn't see, but there wasn't anything - Sirius could always find fun in life, even in a patch of
tall grass. !Mom said when Sirius went running over a hill, she always jumped at the top so she'd
catch some air. !
Mom and Dad got Sirius right after Mom broke her neck, and the first place she ever went was the
farm. !Mom and Dad didn't own the farm yet, but they walked in the fields together. !Grandma told
me that her job was to make Mom smile and not be sad about her neck. !She did a good job, there are
many pictures of Mom and Sirius smiling at the camera, with Mom in a big neck brace! !!Sirius
helped Mom to heal and be happy again. !
Today Mom wanted to take Sirius down to the barn, but Sirius just laid down at the top of the hill
looking over the farm. !So Mom sat with her and she said goodbye there. !I think Grandma wanted
the view of the farm to be the last thing she saw. !She loved it here. !She knows she did good and
that all of her kids and grandkids will do her proud.
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